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Abstract—This paper introduces a tool that is being developed for the expression of information security policy controls that govern electronic healthcare records. By reference to published findings, the paper introduces the theory behind the use of knowledge management for automatic and consistent security policy assertion using the formalism called the Secutype; the development of the tool and functionality is discussed; some examples of Secutypes generated by the tool are provided; proposed integration with existing medical record systems is described. The paper is concluded with a section on further work and critique of the work achieved to date.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper introduces a new formalism and tool for the expression of information security controls that govern the use of medical information. The formalism, named the secutype, and an authoring tool, named アルチ (aruchi), are designed to specify policy controls for the consistent protection of discrete, sensitive medical data items. These controls should be applied to sections of Electronic Healthcare Records (EHR), and protect the data stored by the EHR wherever it is used, according to the specifications of an information security policy. The information security policy is widely viewed as an important medium in which to specify the security controls as required by national and international legal stipulations, medical ethics and individual patient consent.

The issue of data protection has become increasingly pertinent in recent years as national initiatives have started to support greater storage and sharing of private medical information between care teams, researchers and legislators. The sharing is being achieved in part by the use of EHR Standards[1][2][3]. The commitment to sharing sensitive information is not without controversy or practical challenges: there are both legal and ethical anxieties about the impact of sharing personal data in the healthcare sector and beyond[4][5]; national and international data protection legislation surrounding the sharing of information can be ambiguous and often requires subjective interpretation[6]; hospitals and research projects are bound by institutional governance policies[7][8] which go some way to guiding how to manage security, but are also imprecise, ambiguous and require interpretation as well as understanding. Further guidance is available in the case of research projects where there is a need in many countries to apply to research ethics committees, but this process is complex, “bureaucratic and inflexible”[9], there are indications that decisions reached by different committees are not always consistent, agree only slightly[10], and have the same interpretation and application challenges.

In all cases, the writing of a policy that captures the nuances of these guidelines is recommended, but it is difficult to capture all the details for the policy to be effective, applied throughout the lifetime of the information, and unambiguously understood by all users[6]. A further significant complexity is the difference that exists in the sensitivity of different kinds of information that are being stored, and their protection requirements: for example, a blood pressure reading is unlikely to have the same concerns about privacy in the mind of the patient as their HIV status. The present generation of EHR standards help to identify what and how clinical data items are represented by defining a consistent and agreed structure for, as examples, a blood pressure reading or an HIV status within the EHR, but there is a need to specify appropriate security controls for those data items, and then to apply those controls whenever the EHR data is accessed.

In recognition of the issues surrounding information governance, a solution was proposed at the 21st International Congress of the European Federation for Medical Informatics (MIE 2008) in the form of a new formalism called the Secutype[11], which applies a knowledge management approach to the problem. The Secutype has been designed to provide a consistent format to store details about the security needs for individual data items. These data items, provided they are identifiable as a recognised semantic structure, such as an EHR Archetype[12], will be recognizable and/or mappable to a given data object within the EHR and enable the application of the relevant controls.
There are more practical challenges to information security management: available tooling to manage policy assertion is built to support specific parts of security management (like authorization, authentication or access control) but the presently available tools do not offer an holistic solution to manage the protection needs of the information at different points in its lifecycle[11], or map the use controls specified in an information security policy to the clinical data items themselves. These tools lack semantic interoperability for their configuration, which is normally managed by direct manipulation of XML configuration files, editing of other formalisms like Cassandra[6] or Ponder[13], or an administration screen that allows some capture of information. This is usually done by individuals with domain knowledge of the users, roles and assets to be protected. There is insufficient semantic power to process the detail required by the protection of medical data and no easy way to make policy controls that apply to particular kinds of data shareable across a community. It has been proposed that Secutypes are the formalism by which such tools could have a consistent configuration across all their areas of use.

The aruchi Secutype Editor has been developed to allow for the specification of Secutypes as a means to express detailed information contained in security policies. It allows for the authoring of Secutypes and for their binding with EHR data tem components, to reflect the restrictions that apply to each :class of clinical data. The rest of this paper discusses the development of aruchi, and how its use is planned. Some examples of policy specification are provided, followed by details on the planned integration with existing EHR systems. The paper concludes with details of further work, and a :ritique on the tool and approach so far.

II. TOOL DEVELOPMENT

A. Secutypes

Secutypes are a set of Constraints that model how security policy controls should be applied when data is committed to a data repository. Individual Secutypes also hold unique values ‘or Arguments, but these will only apply to the Arguments in the specific context of the Secutype that they belong to so that they can be reused in other Secutypes. Arguments, which are contained within Constraints, specify what kind of data types a Constrained Secutype can hold, be they numeric, string-based, static, multimedia or Boolean. These follow the basic data types within a typical engineering environment, but could incorporate openEHR[1], ISO 13606[2] and HL7[3] data types as well. They can also include ordinal lists. Labels and Permissions can be added to Secutypes, with Comments being planned for addition so that users may express opinions on individual Constraints as well as the Secutype as a whole.

In the newer domain of modeling security details, a Constraint could help a Secutype define how to express exclusion criteria for a specific area of the record (e.g. to represent an aspect of patient consent to disclosure), or the presentation of a date of birth as a Julian date under circumstances that do not warrant the release of a human understandable date of birth. For example, a research project could specify a Secutype for date of birth release, where a Constraint could be specified to capture the details about how to release dates of birth in different ways: PSEUDONIFY(String secutypeIdentifier, String method, OrdinalList context) could be a Constraint with three Arguments, where the secutypeIdentifier Argument could be a string reference to a date of birth Secutype, the method Argument could be a String expression that refers to an executable instruction that converts the date of birth to a Julian date or removes day and month (if that is what the policy instructed) and the user Argument could be used to name users of the data to whom the policy applied. Another example, this time a consent Secutype, would have an EXCLUSION(String secutypeIdentifier, OrdinalList context) Constraint, where the secutypeIdentifier Argument could refer to an HIV record, and the context OrdinalList argument would be a list of contexts - for example, "GP" or "Point of Care" or "Research".

B. aruchi

aruchi (see Fig. 1) has been developed as a web application, and is designed to run within an Enterprise Java compliant application server environment. The chosen environment is the JBoss Application Server (AS)[14], which is the environment used by an existing EHR Record Server developed at University College London (UCL). JBoss AS allows for several clinical applications to run within its environment, and integrates both the clinical applications and the record server within the same operational environment. aruchi has been developed using Java Server Faces, and can be fully integrated in this environment as well. It uses a pre-standard development framework that runs within the JBoss AS called Seam[15]. This framework has been developed by the JBoss community and helps to remove the configuration overhead of mapping Java Objects to relational databases: the framework allows for the automatic generation of tables, and full integration with Hibernate[16] so that objects can be stored and retrieved from the database without the need for complicated Structured Query Language (SQL) Queries or Hibernate configuration. This has eased the development overhead as the object model for Secutypes has been updated.

Fig. 1: aruchi welcome screen
aruchi allows for the creation and editing of Secutypes and the constituent objects. Once created, other users who have appropriate permissions can view and add comments about the design of a particular Secutype or Constraint. Changes to design can be proposed, implemented and then published when contributors have had an opportunity to discuss their creation. These functions all happen within a Space, which defines the context of use for a set of Secutypes (for example, an HIV clinic, diabetes review clinic or a research project). Furthermore, they govern the details about how the models that it contains were reached, so it is a fully context driven representation of the current model, and the journey that was taken to reach it as a means to support collaborative efforts. Any given Space will also feature a snapshot view of all the Secutypes that it contains. Other classes include Permission and Comment. Permissions govern who has permission to view, edit and publish specific Secutypes and Constraints, and not permissions for access to data items that they constrain. A Permissions model to allow users accessing one Space to look at Secutypes and Constraints in another Space will be incorporated. Comments will allow for comments to be made about specific Secutypes and Constraints, and then reviewed and acted upon when a Secutype or Constraint is revised. The Space will allow you to view the comments, and therefore intellectual journey, that has occurred to bring a specific model to the point of publication and use.

III. EXAMPLES OF SECUTYPES PRODUCED WITH ARUCHI

This section illustrates some examples of Secutypes created by aruchi. Here are the security policy controls that are being represented, followed by examples of the corresponding Secutypes. Secutypes, Constraints and Arguments needed are listed, and screenshots of the application have been taken to illustrate how the application prepares them:

Policy item: All requests for data from any party should be denied and logged. This stipulation was taken from a medical research project’s information security policy.

Secutype: A proposed Secutype could be to have a secutype called Data Request Log. It could contain two Constraints. There would be Constraint called CONTAINS, and this Constraint could hold two Arguments (see Fig. 2): one of type String called secutypeIdentifier (where this would be the identifier of a Party Secutype, defined as a Secutype itself); another of type Boolean called Denied. Within the context of the Data Request Log Secutype, this Boolean would have an argument value initially set to true, so that the request for the data would be denied. The Constraint can then be added to the Secutype (see Fig. 3). The second Constraint could be called CONTROLS, and it would have one String Argument, called secutypeIdentifier (or ArchetypeIdentifier if the data is held in an EHR, and Archetypes are being used to model the clinical model for the research project). Further Constraints could be defined to capture more details about the request. As it stands, an EHR system would be directed to log the fact that a request to access data had been received and denied as the policy control now forms part of the record structure. A system administrator could then follow the data by the approved Party by setting the Denied argument value to false in a given instance of the data item that is being protected in this fashion.

Policy item: A patient has given consent for their long term glucose control (Hb1ac) readings to be shared with other diabetes clinics to help with analyzing glucose control for a population, but does not give consent for their HIV record to be shared with anyone else at all, other than the treating clinician. This is a fictitious and credible scenario for how consent may be granted by an individual.

Secutype: In this case, a Secutype could be called Consent. It could contain a Constraint called INCLUDES, and this Constraint could hold two Arguments (see Fig. 4): one of type String called secutypeIdentifier (or ArchetypeIdentifier if the data is held in an EHR, and Archetypes are being used to model the clinical model for the research project). Further Constraints could be defined to capture more details about the request. As it stands, a system administrator could then follow the data by the approved Party by setting the Denied argument value to false in a given instance of the data item that is being protected in this fashion.

Fig. 2: Expression of Arguments in the CONTAINS Constraint

Fig. 3: Addition of the CONTAINS Constraint to the Data Request Log Secutype

Policy item: A patient has given consent for their long term glucose control (Hb1ac) readings to be shared with other diabetes clinics to help with analyzing glucose control for a population, but does not give consent for their HIV record to be shared with anyone else at all, other than the treating clinician. This is a fictitious and credible scenario for how consent may be granted by an individual.

Secutype: In this case, a Secutype could be called Consent. It could contain a Constraint called INCLUDES. It could hold three Arguments (see Fig. 4), one called secutypeIdentifier (or ArchetypeIdentifier), which defines the record identifier that the consent relates to, in this case Hb1ac or HIV; the second Argument would be a Boolean, called Granted, and defines whether a patient has given consent for release of a particular piece of information defined by secutypeIdentifier. The third Argument could be an ordinal list of Strings called Context, which could define the contexts within which consent has been granted or denied (point of care, research project and...
so forth) for blanket consent. If the patient specifies contexts (more specifically, the Context argument could be a String and specified further).

![Fig. 4: Addition of three Arguments to the INCLUDES Constraint](image)

**IV. PLANNED INTEGRATION WITH EXISTING SYSTEMS**

aruchi allows for the editing of the Secutypes themselves, whilst the Secutypes are a specification, or blueprint for how information about security policies should be constrained and stored for further use. In this section, those further uses as part of an existing system will be discussed.

Secutypes have so far been designed with a target deployment system that adheres to EHR Standards in mind. It was recognized that the EHR approach to storing information helped to share the information with greater ease and accuracy across different care teams, research users and clinical providers, but would also form an important part of a solution to assert the required security controls. The Secutypes are in effect another beneficiary of the EHR Standards as they can be applied to discrete items of data as specified by the Archetype model.

There are examples of medical records systems that the authors have worked on, and are referred to in section II B. The design of these systems include a module that asserts the EHR structure on data that is committed and retrieved, and is illustrated in the MIE Paper[11]. A module that will assert the structure of Secutypes in a similar fashion is being planned, and will allow for the control of EHR data items governed by the EHR structure module. This will include linkage between Secutypes and their target Archetypes or other Secutypes. The current method of instantiating runtime Archetypes is to generate Java classes that impose the structure and constraints specified by the Archetype, so that the data fields are populated with appropriate data, leading to a representation of an EHR for a given individual. It is anticipated that a similar approach will be used for Secutypes to facilitate integration with the current system. It is of course possible to use XML or another formalism to represent the Secutypes, but for the purposes of evaluation in a live system, the most expedient means of integration is ideal.

aruchi will have the functionality to publish and export Secutype models in a given Space as and when they are ready for use. The exported model will be integrated with the existing system as outlined. The possibility of being able to view and export to target systems is also being considered as another function.

**V. FURTHER WORK**

**A. Evaluation of Secutypes**

Once integrated, the Secutype approach will be evaluated. The evaluations will form three phases. The first phase will be to evaluate whether or not Secutypes assert the controls as anticipated. To achieve this, a set of scenarios that include the events that occur in the deployment and use of an EHR Server will be constructed: the scenarios will map the processes and flow of information that occurs in a research and live clinical setting when clinical information is committed to and retrieved from an EHR Server; information security policies that have been constructed for their use will inform the Secutype construction. From this, expected outcomes of data use information will be established and used to verify what data is stored or released when the Secutype controls are applied: for example, in some research cases, dates of birth are needed to establish ages at different points throughout a patient’s care[17]. Researchers do not always need the whole date of birth; sometimes just a year of birth is sufficient. A Secutype could be constructed to assert the control that only years of birth should be released in a given context of use (like a research query). Use of forthcoming research projects and perhaps live clinical deployments as exemplars is planned.

The second phase will be to compare the effectiveness of the Secutype approach with a system that does not use the Secutype mechanism. Traditional methods for asserting policy controls have required a lot of manual intervention on a day-to-day basis. Under this evaluation, the controls that can be asserted using Secutypes will be attempted in the existing system; a comparison of what can and cannot be done using both approaches will be made, as well as a list of manual controls that are needed. This phase will also compare performance between the two approaches: it is anticipated that the use of Secutypes will introduce a delay in storing and retrieving data, thus introducing a negative effect on performance. Should this be proven to be the case, phase three of the evaluation would apply load-balancing techniques in terms of application server clustering, database management and possible high performance computing techniques to ease the burden.

**B. Further Functions for Secutypes and aruchi**

Once the evaluation of Secutypes has been completed, areas of interoperability, audit and security assurance will be investigated. Using aruchi as a tool to facilitate this, interoperability between the different EHR Standards will be investigated as a means of trying to encourage data provenance and accuracy when an openEHR model is required to work with an HL7 model. Secutypes could, in theory, be a means to control how certain concepts can be mapped between the different standards.
The institutional governance and information security standards that have been looked at encourage the logging of commitment of users to information security. Other assurance-based information and techniques exist, such as being able to access system logs from EHR Servers, operating system logs and network traffic. In terms of providing assurance for patients and research councils, presentation of the facts and basing certain assertions about the safety and security of a given system on those facts is essential. Currently, this is a slow and difficult process, but it is anticipated that Secutypes will offer the means to store those sorts of details, and aruchi will provide a user-friendly tool to review and store that information, beyond specifying how it should be stored and retrieved.

Secutypes could be used to model clinical domain models as well. Whilst the primary function is for them to model security domain concepts, the Secotype model has been designed to allow for some clinical modeling. This is an area for future work, as the primary goal is to test the effectiveness of Secutypes in managing security details, and the ability to integrate them with existing clinical modeling formalisms and standards.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, a critique of the work reveals some issues. At this point, there are no formal guidelines about how to produce a Secotype, given that it is a relatively new formalism. There is a lot of freedom about how to create one, and how to model the security concepts. This is advantageous as far as it will allow users a range of options to explore ideas, but can be detrimental in terms of it being difficult to gather consensus or enable interoperability between collaborators on specific concepts. As feedback is collected from trial users in the clinical and research domains, efforts to offer guidelines or impose some restrictions will be considered.

The online editing and collaboration will offer good sharing of ideas and expertise. This will introduce security issues in terms of revealing sensitive details about the structure of both clinical and security information. Whilst a permissions based solution is being developed, it remains to be seen whether this will be sufficient, and whether Secutypes can be made recursive so that they not only protect sensitive personal information, but also the structure details themselves is well, and warrants further investigation.

The Secutypes will store the details of how systems and users should behave with the data, but there may be some extra features that should be applied to EHR Servers to enact the controls that are needed. The extent to which this will be required is not yet clear, but it is clear that a lot more work needs to be done to assert policy controls in the healthcare sector, internationally. This work aims to inform that process through continued evaluation and publication.

Given the strategies for sharing of personal information for a wide range of purposes, some to do with direct point of care and care provision improvement established by research, greater effort will need to be made to achieve the security that is expected and required by law and good practice. Secutypes are presented as a foundation for these efforts, and aruchi a tool to facilitate their use and incorporation into working practice.
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